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Asymptotic Results in 
Robust Quasi- Bayesian Estimation 
Y A’ACOV RITOV* 
Let 0 be a real random variable with a known (a priori) distribution. Let the 
ohser\atlons given 0 be nd with a common distribution P(,(. ) = F(. - 0). /’ is 
known to belong to some family of distributions on the real line. We find estimator5 
of 0 which are asymptotically minimax for two types of loss functions, 1 IW 
Amdemk l’rehi. Inc 
1. INTROI~LI~~TION 
Let 0 be a real random variable with a known (a priori) distribution 17. 
We want to estimate 0 after observing x’, . A’:. . . . . .I’,,. when A-, ~ 0. 
)I’2 - 0. _.. are i.i.d. with a common c.d.f. F. If F is known and we have a 
well-defined loss function, we can proceed and find the optimal (Bayes) 
procedure. When II, the sample size, is reasonably large, the prior is almost 
noninformative and it is enough to look on the likelihood function (the 
“principle of precise measurements”; Edwards rt rrl. [14]; Box and Tiao 
[lo]). This situation was investigated formally in Bickel and Yahav [6] 
(see also Walker [37], Chao [l l]. and lbragimov and Has’minskii 
[19, 201). Their main result is that under some mild conditions the MLE 
achieves asymptotically the same a posteriori risk as the exact Bayes 
procedure, when the parameter of interest 0 is taken to be fixed at some 
H,,. They also show that the asymptotic risk, normalized in the proper way. 
depends only on the asymptotic variance of the MLE and the behavior of 
the loss function near zero. 
In this paper, we consider a robust version of this problem, in which it is 
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only known that F belongs to a family .9 of distributions on the real line. 
Note, that unlike much of the work done on Robust Bayes procedures, we 
take the prior to be known exactly while the distribution of the data is con- 
sidered to be uncertain. For a literature on other attitudes, the reader may 
refer to Hodges and Lehmann [16], Blum and Rosenblatt [7], Efron and 
Morris [15], Box [9], Berger [ 11, and Berger and Berliner [2]. A model 
similar to ours was considered by Marazzi [23,24], as well as roubstness 
against misspecification of the prior. 
Typical families of distributions which include the uncertainty in F are 
(cf. Huber [18]): 
,T == i ( 1 - C) F,, + CC: G, a symmetrical substochastic distribution on R ) 
(1.1) 
or 
,q = (F: F is a symmetrical substochastic distribution on R 
and sup / F( s ) - F,,(X) / d I: i (1.2) 
\ 
In both cases F,, is a known symmetrical distribution on the real line 
(“typically” the normal) and 0 <i: < 1. We may restrict the families to 
distributions with densities (relative to Lebesgue’s measure.) 
Let us ignore, for the moment, our prior distribution. The analysis of this 
situation in the frequentist framework was investigated thoroughly by 
Huber (1964). Huber looked for the estimator in the class of M-estimators 
which has the minimax asymptotic variance. It happens that under general 
conditions there is a “least favorable” distribution in 9. This distribution F 
is that member of 9 which has the minimum Fisher information. The 
minimax M-estimator is the MLE when F is the true distribution of nature. 
Let us return now to the Bayesian framework. Not all Bayesians will 
even consider this problem to be legitimate (De Finetti [ 121). Other 
schools may consider the problem as half-legitimate. They will suggest that 
we should actually convert this problem to a regular problem either by 
putting a joint prior on Rx 3 or by the technically simpler method of 
introducing new Euclidean parameters to identify a subset of .F and then 
put a prior on these parameters expressing the uncertainty in F (see Box 
and Tiao [lo]). We feel that there may be some arbitrariness in this 
process and prefer to claim that we really do not known anything about F 
except that it belongs to 9. It seems reasonable therefore to solve the 
following minimax problem: Measure the performance of a procedure by 
its maximum Bayes risk when F varies over .S (and ZZ is fixed) and then 
find the procedure which minimizes this quantity. 
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Clearly, our point of view is not Bayesian in any orthodox sense. We are 
not frequent& either. The legitimacy of these schools should not prevent us 
from considering situations for which no “religion” gives us a complete 
answer. The main question any technique in statistics should be asked is 
whether the answers it generates are reasonable. 
The results of Huber [ 171 and Bickel and Yahav [6] combined together 
suggest that an estimator like the minimax M-estimator suggested by 
Huber will solve our problem. Now the L-estimator which corresponds to 
the minimax M-estimator is known to be asymptotically equivalent to it 
(under some additional conditions, see Jaeckel [21, 221). There are some 
benefits in using the L-estimator. For example, it is scale-invariant and 
easier to compute [IS]. Therefore we may hope that at least for large n we 
may assume that we can base our procedure on the L-estimator as well. 
Note, however, that the L-estimators are less flexible and it is difficult to 
generalize them to situations more complicated than the univariate center 
of location problems. 
Ritov 1251 investigated a similar situation where the prior is kept infor- 
mative (i.e., the same problem but with a sequence of priors Z,,(H) = 
Ji T[( $(fI - 0,))). The question then is essentially how one can combine a 
large set of contaminated data with a quite informative prior. The main 
result is: Take a robust estimator of location as a “sufficient statistics” dis- 
tributed, given 0 = 0 as I 1 ‘(fl, $), estimate s,, and combine it in the usual 
way with the prior to get the robust Bayes estimator (there may be a need 
to restrict the estimator to a sequence of intervals). 
Marazzi 123,241 considered robust estimators for a linear model with a 
known prior distribution and an error distribution belonging to some 
E-contamination neighborhood. Unlike us, he considered a finite sample 
setup. The problem is difficult even for the quadratic loss function and nor- 
mal distributions and some approximate solutions are suggested. 
In the next section, we will give the notation and a set of conditions on 
9, including the existence of an asymptotically minimax sequence of 
estimates in the frequentist sense. In Section 3 we used this estimate to 
construct asymptotically minimax Bayes estimators for bounded and 
unbounded loss functions. In the last section, we give some examples of 
families .P and estimates. In this section we also discuss some possible 
extensions of the results as well as the possibility of using adaptive 
estimates in our quasi-Bayesian framework. 
2. NOTATION AND CONDITIONS 
Let 0 be a real random variable which has to estimated. Suppose 
.I’, ~ 0. .I’, - 0, are i.i.d. real random variables, X, - 0 w FE .9. Let 
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x,, = x, , ‘k-7, . .. . x,,, X = X,, Xz, . . and F’( . / 0) be the conditional 
distribution of X given 0 = 0 and X, - 0 -F. Finally, denote the prior 
distribution by 17. We assume that there is a sequence of location invariant 
estimators dll = &,JX,,), n = 1, 2, . such that the following conditions are 
satisfied. We shall show in the next section that these estimators can be 
used to construct an asymptotic minimax estimator (in the sense discussed 
in the Introduction). We then exhibit such estimators for a variety of 
reasonable 5. 
CONDITION I. (i) Let C&(6,, -0) 1 F) denote the law of h(&@)). 
when F is the error distribution. Then 
lim supcl,[&(@,, -0) / F), .t‘(O,AV(@,,; F))]=O, 
I,- I ,,‘ 
where dk denotes the Kolmogorov distance and AV(O,,; F) is the 
asymptotic variance of 6,, given F (defined essentially by the above 
condition). 
(ii) 0 < supI-, F AV(8,,; F) < rx. 
CONDITION II. There are positive numbers p, C, and pi,, such that 
P( 1 d,, - 0 1 > L/ 1 Fi d Cexp( -ptz (I’) 
for all tz, 0 < (1~ &,, and FE 3. 
CONDITION III. There are distribution i? F,. F2, in .P such that 
(i) infiZ(F): FE.F),=I(F)>O, lim,,, , I(F,,)=I(p) and 
(ii ) for each u, II= 1, 2, . . . . F,, has a bounded density I;, and log ,f;, has 
a continuous second derivative. 
(iii) There exists an r,, > 0 such that 
(iv) -E,.;,(c?‘/c?s’) log f,,(X)= E,..,((d/ii.u) log,f;,(X))‘=Z(F,,), 
(v ) I (?/S-Y) log .f;,( X) I is bounded. 
CONDITION IV. SUP~-~ F AV(&; F) = AV(&; F) = I ‘(F). 
CONDITION V. The a priori distribution I7 has a density rr which is 
positive, continuous, and bounded on the support of I7, :.Y: ~(5) > 0 I. The 
support is assumed convex. 
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The loss function that we use will be based on a function I: R + [0, cc ). 
which satisfies the following condition. 
CONDITIONVI. (i) /(t)=l(-t) for all f and I(O)=O. 
(ii) I(. ) has a nonnegative continuous derivative I’(. ) on (0. ;c ). 
(iii) There exists constants [j and y (fl> i, y > 0) such that 
lim f’ “‘l’(t) = r. 
, - 0 
(iv) There is y > 0 such that lim, , , t Yl’(r) < ‘x.. 
Generally speaking, Condition I. II, and IV are related to the frequentist 
robust problem. F in Conditions III and IV is the least informative dis- 
tribution in .F. Condition 111 claims that F can be approximated by a 
sequence of distributions which satisfy conditions similar to the relevant 
regularity conditions of Bickel and Yahav [6]. (Condition III(v) is a 
substitute for their (A2.9) which is not applicable; see Ritov [25].) Finally, 
Conditions V and VI are like those of Bickel and Yahav [6]. 
3. MAIN RESLJLTS 
The estimate 8,, is j&consistent. Therefore we can know with 
probability converging to 1 that the true parameter is somewhere in a small 
interval. On the other hand, the prior is (almost) diffuse in such a small 
interval and therefore noninformative as H becomes large. 
In the first theorem we investigate the case where the loss function is 
uniformly bounded. In such a case, a rare gross error will have a negligible 
influence on the total expected risk. Therefore, one may use directly the 
estimator derived from the observations ignoring the information which is 
given by the prior distribution. To get a meaningful result, we will consider 
a sequence of loss functions L,,: R x R + [0, r;) such that L,,(H, u) = 
l(,:;I((I-u)). tz= 1, 2, 
THEOREM I. Suppose Conditions I- I’I ure sutisjird w7ith u hounded i( . ). 
ThVl 
lim sup 1.i J I( IZ(&,,(X)- 0)) L@<(x 1 8) (117(H) ‘I . c ,: I 
= lim sup inf 1 I(~‘;I(a(x,,)-r)))rlF’(x 1 H)dZ7(0) 
Is-c fi d J JJ’ 
= p l(l) d@(P(F)t) 
J 
whew @ is the stundurd rlornml c.d.f 
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Remark. Here and elsewhere in the paper the infimum is taken over all 
measurable functions. 
The proof of the theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 below and 
will therefore be omitted. For details, the reader may refer to Ritov 12.51. 
Finite asymptotic variance, in the sense used in Section 2, does not 
ensure a finite variance for any F. Moreover, when 9 has a member F with 
an infinite moment of any order, then under F any estimator T,, which 
satisfies min, (, c ,1 A’, < T,(X) d max I G I (,, X, has infinite moment of any 
order. Such is;he case, for example, when 9 is given by the standard ( 1.1 ) 
or (1.2) (see [ 171). In such a case, when the loss function behaves like a 
polynomial for large deviations, any location invariant estimator has 
infinite a priori risk under some member of .i” and cannot be used directly. 
Nevertheless. we can trade off the bound of the loss function used in 
Theorem 1 with a constraint on the tails of the prior. This constraint 
enables us to define an interval where the center of location of the data 
distribution is with high (a priori) probability (converging to 1 as ?I 4 x ). 
Now, when the non-Bayes estimator B,, falls outside this interval we may 
suspect that something is “wrong” and truncate the estimator into this 
interval. This seems to be what would be done in practise anyway. When 
the result of the experiment is too surprising (even to the non-Bayesian) we 
consider it as a “possible gross error.” 
THEOREM 2. Szlppose that C’onditions I- VI are sutisfied. Supposc ,firrther 
that therr is a sequence of’intcrwl.s [u,,, h,,]. h,, - u,, 3 A > 0, II = 1, 2, .SUC/I 
’ + d ( [/(O-u,,) v ,((I-h,,)] m(0) =o 
_ 0 # Id% I i 
lim sup np [ /(G,,(x) - 0) dF’ (x / H) &7(H) 
I, - ./ ,‘ t ,q - 
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+ihere p2,< is rhe 2bth uhsolule momenf qf‘ u stmdurd nortml rundotn 
mkihle. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that Conditions I- VI are sukyfit~d and that the 
prior Il has an uhsolu~e moment of’ order y + tl ,for some q > 0. Then the 
conclusion of‘ the theortn holds. 
Proof’ of’ the Corollury. Take -a,, = h,, = nl”“. 
Proqf’of’ rhe Theorettz. Let Fi, F,, ._. be as in Condition III. Fix o and 
suppose X, -- 0 h F,,. By Bickel and Yahav 161, 
where h,,( .) is the Bayes procedure in that case and 0 is in the interior of 
the support of I7. Apply now Fatou’s lemma and take 11 infinitely large to 
get 
lim sup infnl’ “‘ 
,, - f fir p 0, 1 Ji 
I(u(s,,)--I))dF’(s 1 fj)r111(0)3~~~“[I(~)] “. 
We will show that this bound is actually achieved by I G,,). Take any 
z > 0. We will represent the risk of &,, for large enough n as the sum of the 
four integrals K,!,(F) - K;t( F) defined and bounded as follows: 
- - 
where tr:, = (I,, + z/,,J tJ and h:, = h,, -- z/V, n. 
for some r/, 0 < d < d,, to be specified later. 
By Condition II and the boundedness of @,, we conclude that 
K,‘,(F) < C/l”/(h,, - rr,,)r ,‘ch7-1 
K,;(F) := n” !^; _jl; \ I,, ,(I (,,, ~ <,/(8,,(x) - H) t/F’ (x I 0) dfl(B). 
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Now, according to Condition VI, there are y* and d, such that I’(t) d 
;,*p ’ and I(t) <y*? for all 0 < t < d. Therefore integration by parts gives 
K:,(F)~P(I~,,-OI~I/;S;/F)rl”/(r/,l;;) 
Condition II implies, therefore, that 
for some function Q( . ). Finally, 
Summing the above integrals and their upper bounds, we get 
7 
lim sup rz” I( 8,,( x ) - N ) dF ’ ( x I 0 ) dI7( 0 ) 
IT-f , 
<i 2, -$ ,
I c 
I t”‘d@(Z1 ‘(F)t) + Q(z), 
where we have used Conditions I, IV, VI, and the dominated convergence 
theorem. This result completes the proof as z can be taken arbitrarily large. 
In this section we have given essentially two results. One is relevant 
when the loss function is bounded. Our result then is an extension of the 
principle of precise measurement. In a sense, this is a legitimatization of a 
practical situation, where vague a priori information is (almost) ingnored 
when there is a robust, quite precise estimator, based only on the obser- 
vations. The second situation is relevant to cases when a considerable loss 
occurs whenever the estimator deviates considerably from the true value. 
Here a standard robust estimator may not be of much help. The reason is 
that the estimator distribution, although approximately normal. typically 
has much heavier tails. A rational behavior in such a situation is to use the 
estimator which is based on the data and which is quite precise if, and only 
if, it gives a reasonable answer. The answer would be judged reasonable by 
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our a priori knowledge. This situation may be especially relevant in an 
engineering situation, where we have an “objective” well-defined prior. 
Another application we may consider stems somewhat from the formal 
definitions. Here the a priori information is a result of a separate estimators 
which has a well-defined distribution, but is expensive; thus it is based on a 
subsample which is much smaller than the main bulk of the data. The 
“robust” estimator is derived therefore from the main sample, and is judged 
to be reasonable by the smaller sample. 
4. EXAMPLES ANII DISCUSSION 
We want to show in this section that the assumptions in Section 2 are 
reasonable, i.e., that they are satisfied in some standard situations in the 
statistical literature. We begin with Condition 111. 
The existence of F follows from Huber [ 17, 181. The sequence F,, F,, 
in the condition is constructed by smoothing of F, , 1 > E’ > t:, . See Ritov 
1351 for details. 
Now for the estimators. For the family given by ( 1.1 ) (with the restric- 
tion to distributions with densities), the L-estimator is a reasonable can- 
didate. Let ,I; be the density of F, define rc/ = -,T’/T and h( .) = I+!I’(F ‘( .)I. 
The L-estimator is given by 
(4.1 1 
where X,,, is the ith order statistic of the sample X,,. In particular, if F,, is a 
strongly unimodal symmetric distribution and 
.P = I ( 1 ~ s) F,, + KG‘; 6’ is a symmetric distribution with density ), (4.2) 
then Huber’s minimax problem has an explicit solution. The density of F is 
given by 
,f(.Y) = 
( 1 - i: 1 .fd-~ L 1 s / < I,,, 
( 1 ~ I:) ,r;,(.\-,, exp{ li(.\-,, ~ / s / )}, I .Y I 3 .Y,, 
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where ,/;, is the density of F,,, k = ~ (c?/S.u) log j;,(s) I.\. = 1,1 and so is found 
by normalization. In that case h is supported on [a, 1 -a] for some 
1 < (I< 1. The following proposition proves that Conditions I-IV will be 
satisfied in the above situation with (L,,) as (6,) I. 
PROPOSITION 2. S~rpposr thut S is yiwn his (4.2) and that there are 
positiw rzw~ihrrs IZ, (, und k SW/I thut infjF”(.u): (x- < d F,,(x)< 
1 - ‘x + i I >, k. S~pposc~ h( ) is nonnegutioe, supported on [z, 1 - E] und 
lim< -o~sup(l/z(~,)-l~(-)l: / ),-:I <(.i rl--0. Then 
(i) suplt p P [ 1 L,, - 0 j 3 d I F) < C exp j -prl d’ ) ,fbr ull d und 
II > N trrltl,fhr .smw p3 C, und N. 
(ii) lim,, _ I SLIP, i 7 4((J’TlCL,, - 0) / F). (‘(0, AV( L,,; F)] = 0. 
Proqf: The proof of part (i) follows Jaeckel [21] except that we use 
explicitly the bound given by Dvoretzky et ~11. [13]. For the proof of the 
second part, we use the projection of the L-estimator as given by Serfling 
1261 (following Boos [S]): 
Here 
H(.\-: F)=l’ [Z;,.> \; ~ F(.v)] h(Z7.v)) 4 
I 
h( ~9) L!V - h( F(r))(F(.y 
<sup IFLr)-F,,(s)1 I’ supj/h(~t 
Y ~, 
: I?,-F(.u)ldIF,,(s)-F(.u)li d.x 
-F,,(s)) dr 
1 
- NF(.u)) I 
NFW. H is uniformly bounded. Therefore, it is enough to prove that 
,, n A,, + ’ uniformly. sup, 4 I F,,(.u) - F(s) I is distributed independently 
of F and is OP( 1). Moreover, 
i‘ ’ sup{Ih(~)-lz(F(s))l :I?,-F(s)ldIF,,(.~)-F(.v)Iid.u d I 
< %lp(Ih(~)-h(~)l :/?‘--I 
J 
_ < sup I F,,(s) -F(x) I 1 [f(z)] ’ dz. 
0 \ 
The range of this last integral is, with probability converging to I 
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(uniformly in F) in [cc - [, 1 - IX + (1, where ,f‘( ) > k. Hence the integral 
converges to zero uniformly in F. This completes the proof. 
Results similar to the above related to the Huber’s minimax M-estimator 
can be found in Ritov [25]. 
One may argue that optimality is less important than robustness. This 
seems to be the point of using descending M-estimators (i.e., M-estimator 
with influence function with a compact support). The minimax risk is 
increased somewhat but there is a better performance at distributions with 
heavy tails. Similar to what is done in Theorems 1 and 2, one may use such 
estimators together with his prior knowledge to achieve good global 
performance in the presence of long tails. 
The discussion of this paper was restricted to the estimation of the 
location parameter of a symmetric distribution on the line. Note than when 
the center is estimated by an L-estimator then it does not matter whether 
the scale is considered as a known or unknown nuisance parameter. On the 
other hand, if we want to use M-estimators and the scale is an unknown 
nuisance parameter (with some prior distribution) then we need a 
reasonable estimator for the scale. The best one seems to be estimate that 
scale of the estimator which minimizes its variance (compare Jaeckel [22] ). 
It seems that the results can be extended to the linear regression model, 
especially when the scale is known. In general, we conjecture that the 
results can be extended to models besides the linear model. It seems that 
we need a meaning for the minimax problem (i.e., a distribution that 
minimizes the information matrix and a minimax estimator). See Chao 
[ II] for an extension of Bickel and Yahav [6] results to multidimensional 
models. 
Advocating the use of such a minimax estimator may seem to be too 
pessimistic in the frequentist framework as well as in our quasi-Bayes set- 
up (but see an argument to the contrary, Huber [ 18, pp. 7, 16-171. When 
n becomes quite large, we have a lot of information about F and our a 
priori assumption that we only know FEY seems inappropriate. We may 
try to use the uniformity results of Bickel and Klassen and actually try to 
“adapt” to the estimator which is proper to the particular F picked by 
nature. We conjecture that we can use their esitmates as 0,. We will 
achieve then the minimax risk, but we will not have to “pay” for it in 
increasing the risk when the actual distribution is more favorable to us 
than i? (Note that we do not use any a priori information about 5, nor do 
we put any prior on it.) 
This seems to be the case when one uses a subsample to estimate the 
shape and discretize a good initial estimator as in Bickel [3]. A proof that 
the large deviation condition (Condition III) holds when one does not use 
the above arbitrary restrictions on the estimator is still needed. 
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